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What is This?
DEVS-based combat modeling for engagement-level simulation

Kyung-Min Seo¹, Changbeom Choi², Tag Gon Kim² and Jung Hoon Kim³

Abstract
This paper presents a modeling method to demonstrate engagement-level military simulation which includes few combat objects, or entities. To this end, the paper, on the basis of the discrete event system specification (DEVS) formalism, centers on two ideas: (1) a combat entity’s model structure at the composition level; and (2) behavioral delineation of the entity’s elementary component. In detail, we classify the combat entity model into platform and weapon models and create six groups of the model categorized by two dimensions: three activities and two abstractions. And the elementary component in the group interprets an engagement scenario as a flow of executable tasks, which are expressed by DEVS semantics. The stated structures and semantics provide intuitive appeal, reducing the effort required to read and understand the model’s behavior. From the combat experiments, we can gain interesting experimental results regarding engagement situations employing underwater weapons and their tactical operations. Finally, we expect that this work will serve an immediate application suited to various engagement situations.
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1. Introduction
As modeling and simulation (M&S) has been widely utilized in the defense communities,¹,² the defense M&S field has developed various levels of combat models (i.e. the theater-, the mission-, the engagement-, and the engineering-level models), which are determined by modeled objects and scenarios of interests.³ Out of these, the engagement-level model, which is our interest in this study, focuses on duel level or few-on-few engagement, e.g., missile versus warship or aircraft versus aircraft. Improvement of existing tactics or new tactical development of combat entities is decided and evaluated on the engagement-level; many modeling activities in the recent decade have focused on this level.⁴-⁶

In most M&S development, a modeler chooses the modeling formalism that fits the system context and the modeling objective due to advantages of the formal method.⁷ The formal method, which has a mathematical basis, provides the means of precisely defining notions like consistency, completeness, correctness, and verification.⁸ Therefore, with the formal method, the modeler can specify, develop, and verify the modeled system in a systematic, rather than an ad hoc manner.⁹,¹⁰ Among various types of formalisms, the discrete event system specification (DEVS) formalism, introduced by Zeigler,¹¹ is a set-theoretic specification of discrete event systems. As combat systems are characterized as discrete event systems according to the system taxonomy,¹² and the DEVS formalism also has many particular features to specify discrete event systems, it has been widely used for engagement-level combat modeling.⁷,¹³,¹⁴ In this respect, DEV based combat modeling is a key issue of this study.

In recent years, we have conducted several studies on engagement-level combat modeling using the DEVS formalism. DEVs-based combat modeling for underwater
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warfare was proposed in 2010, and a three-part model design of underwater vehicles and effectiveness analysis of an anti-torpedo warfare was conducted in 2011. In spite of our efforts for DEVS-based modeling, these studies need some improvements. Specifically, the previous models assumed that all the combat entities, which corresponded to complete vehicles or machines participating in an engagement scenario, had identical structures and behaviors regardless of their different types. Besides, the models only targeted at a specific engagement – namely, underwater warfare. Accordingly, this study aims to refine these problems of our previous models and generalize them to various engagement scenarios.

Leaving aside our previous studies, many other researchers have developed their own engagement-level combat models using the DEVS formalism. For example, some researchers studied human behavior for computer-generated forces; others developed unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) models for developing a route tactic. Also, several researchers designed underwater warfare models. Notwithstanding their practical contributions, there remain some shortcomings. In other words, they did not strengthen particular advantages of the DEVS formalism when they utilized the formalism. Some researchers disregarded hierarchical and compositional model design for combat entities, while others oversimplified their tactical behaviors despite the fact that the above-mentioned expressions can be formulated with the DEVS formalism.

The focus of this study, therefore, is to suggest a theoretical basis of DEVS-based combat modeling and to develop it in a formal and effective way. The central issue of engagement-level combat modeling is how we abstract and represent a combat entity, such as an aircraft, a submarine, a missile, or a torpedo. Due to the different tactical behaviors, we sort the combat entity into two types: (1) a platform, which is a vehicle on which weapons are mounted, such as a tank, a submarine, or an aircraft; and (2) a weapon that is loaded onto the platform, such as a missile, a torpedo, or a decoy.

The combat entity, which can be either structurally or behaviorally categorized, is modeled by the DEVS formalism. From a structural perspective, since the combat entity has three kinds of common and core activities, i.e., movement, detection, and decision (or command and control), we classify it into three separate components: maneuver, sensor, and controller models. With hierarchical expressions and coupling schemes provided by the DEVS coupled model, the combat entity model are organized hierarchically and interacts with component models internally or other entity models externally. As another perspective, i.e., a behavioral view, we regard an engagement scenario as a flow of executable tasks, and the task flow is expressed by semantics of the DEVS atomic model. This behavioral semantics provide intuitive appeal, reducing the effort required to read and understand the component model. Moreover, our DEVS-based modeling enhances compositional reusability, which means that component models can be composed to create larger models. For example, a well-described maneuver model of a torpedo model can be reused to create other warship or submarine models.

In summary, the objective of this study is to propose a DEVS-based modeling for engagement-level combat simulation. To this end, we propose three factors for modeling technique: (1) overall model description, (2) model design with the DEVS formalism, and (3) model implementation. To prove the efficiency of the proposed DEVS modeling method, we illustrated compositional reusability within a specific engagement scenario – namely, anti-submarine warfare of a friendly warship. In addition, simulation results of various experiments show effectiveness analysis, such as how the factors influence the measures of effectiveness (MOEs) of the engagement. The successful execution of this study greatly describes combat entities with the DEVS formalism, and finally it offers an immediate practical application for testing new tactical development or analyzing weapon performance with various combat scenarios.

This study contains seven sections. Section 2 describes two theoretical grounds: taxonomy of an engagement-level combat system and advantages of the DEVS formalism. Section 3 introduces previous studies and compares them as part of a literature review. Sections 4–6 explain the proposed combat modeling method in the following order: overall model structure, DEVS-based model design, and model implementation. Section 7 illustrates the experimental results to prove the efficiency of this work and discuss them, and we conclude our study in Section 8.

2. Problem definition

Before moving to the central part of our work, it is imperative to clarify two key points for developing our arguments: which taxonomy engagement-level combat systems belong to and what formal modeling method expresses the systems effectively.

2.1. Taxonomy of engagement-level combat system

There are several types of systems distinguished by time and state spaces: continuous, discrete time, digital, and discrete event systems. We start our arguments with an engagement scenario, which represents a battle with a few combat entities, to distinguish the system type of engagement-level combat systems.

Figure 1 illustrates a simplified scenario in a flow chart form. If a platform detects some threats on a scout, it stays in contact with the threat to identify whether it is a target or not. If the threat is regarded as a target, the platform comes up to the target. When the target is within striking
distance, the platform fires and guides its weapons, and finally, it makes a detour operation. Such engagement scenario can be summarized by defining several tasks necessary to fulfill the engagement mission.

In Figure 1, the simplified scenario has five kinds of engagement tasks: reconnaissance, identification, approach, attack, and evasion. Therefore, the engagement scenario in the real world can comprise the sequential and concurrent execution of these tasks. From a systematic view, tasks are seen as finite and discrete state variables of the combat system; conversions and executions of tasks are regarded as state transitions; and causes and effects of task executions and conversions are expressed as unexpected input/output (I/O) events of the system, which are interchanged with other combat entities. In this context, engagement-level combat systems are regarded as discrete event systems with discrete state variables for engagement tasks and I/O events that can occur at any time. In like manner, many researchers have considered the engagement-level combat systems as discrete event systems. As illustrated in our introduction, there are various types of formalisms, including the DEVS formalism, the finite state machine, the cellular automata, the Petri-Net, the system dynamics, etc. Of these, the DEVS formalism describes discrete event systems with sound semantics founded on a system theoretic basis. The formalism provides two types of specifications: an atomic model from which larger ones are built and a coupled model for the hierarchy structure of overall models. From the combat modeling perspective, two types of the DEVS formalism are suitable for modeling the engagement scenario between two opposing combat entities. For example, the engagement scenario is decomposable into two opposing combat entities, and each combat entity is also decomposable into multiple sub-entities, depending on the modeling objectives. This decomposition of the scenario resembles the hierarchy structure of the system modules, i.e., the DEVS coupled model; the sub-entities behaves basically, which is the atomic model of the DEVS formalism. This is the primary reason that we use the DEVS formalism for engagement-level combat modeling.

2.2. Combat modeling with the DEVS formalism

As the DEVS formalism is a general formal method, it fundamentally satisfies common advantages of the formal method, such as consistency, completeness or verification. We shall now summarize and explain several particular advantages of the DEVS formalism. For a more clear understanding, we classify the advantages in terms of two aspects: theoretical and applicable perspectives, which are depicted in Figure 2.

In the theoretical perspective, the DEVS formalism, first, enables the modular and hierarchical design by using I/O ports and coupling schemes on the basis of system theoretic principles. This allows very complex models to be built by connecting different DEVS models, either atomic or coupled models, in a hierarchical manner. Also, it supports scalability and reusability through the use of a DEVS model as a component in another DEVS model. For example, Kwon et al. expanded existing DEVS models by adding new jammer DEVS models to develop a mixed tactic with decoys and jammers.
Next, the DEVS formalism provides simple but clear semantics for the basic model behavior. The basic model, or the DEVS atomic model, relies on only three sets and four functions. With these semantics, the formalism can specify a specific state at any point of time as well as interact with other models with I/O events which are caused by state transitions. Thus, the formalism provides a complete and transparent representation of an object to be modeled, reducing the effort required to read and understand it. Due to the expressive power of the DEVS formalism, many researchers have attempted to apply the DEVS formalism to a specific simulation environment or transduce other formal methods to the DEVS formalism.\textsuperscript{30–32}

Furthermore, the DEVS formalism supports an open approach to formalism development, allowing the researcher to explore extended or specialized formalism.\textsuperscript{25} For example, Barros proposed the dynamic structure DEVS (DSDEVS) formalism,\textsuperscript{33} which allows changes in model structure during execution. Chow proposed the parallel DEVS (P-DEVS) for parallel execution benefits.\textsuperscript{34} Hong et al. proposed the real time DEVS (RT-DEVS) for executing DEVS models within a real-world environment.\textsuperscript{35} From a combat modeling perspective, Sung and Kim’s study represents a formalism extension for a practical application.\textsuperscript{36} Combat modeling is difficult because it requires complex knowledge backgrounds, e.g., defense domain knowledge and M&S skills. They proposed a collaborative modeling methodology to develop a domain-specific discrete event system,\textsuperscript{36} and their study forms the foundation of our DEVS-based combat modeling.

Finally, the DEVS formalism presents an explicit separation between model specification and its implementation, or simulation development. In other words, implementing DEVS models is easily achievable by utilizing an implementation framework supporting the DEVS formalism, such as DEVSim++,\textsuperscript{37} DEVSJava,\textsuperscript{38} or CD++,\textsuperscript{39} etc. Among them, the proposed DEVS models in this study will be implemented in the DEVSim++. In addition, many DEVS implementations also mean that the DEVS formalism has become universally recognized for discrete event systems.

Synthetically, the above-mentioned advantages indicate that the DEVS formalism gives not only the power of formal rigor but also enables models’ practical application to real-world discrete event systems. Moreover, modeling a discrete event system is a key of combat modeling, and the DEVS formalism, which specializes in expressing a discrete event system, is well-suited for describing combat models. In the following section, we introduce some previous works for DEVS-based combat modeling and discuss their strengths and weaknesses.

3. Literature review

Some commercial tools for engagement-level combat modeling, e.g., ODIN,\textsuperscript{40} virtual maritime system,\textsuperscript{41} or BRAWLER,\textsuperscript{42} are already available in the market. The greatest advantage of such tools is that they realize detailed physical modeling of combat entities, such as kinetics, acoustic signal modeling, or shape modeling. Nonetheless, the problems with these tools are that a user can only utilize them within the scope of their provided functions.\textsuperscript{43} Therefore, the creation of various engagement scenarios and environments is only performed within a limited scope. This is in contrast to DEVS-based model development, which supports clear model semantics from structural and behavioral aspects. Since these commercial tools are not our comparative targets in this study, we focus on the DEVS-based combat models in academic areas and compare them.

Table 1 describes several previous studies for engagement-level combat modeling using the DEVS formalism.\textsuperscript{12–20} We summarize their characteristics concerning DEVS
advantages illustrated in Figure 2. The common strength of these studies, though not stated in Table 1, is that they drew meaningful simulation results in each military domain, e.g., UAVs’ path planning or a submarine’s evasive capability. All the studies concentrate on entity-level modeling that describes an individual combat entity rather than unit-level modeling to aggregate several entities into a higher object. Since an engagement-level combat modeling focuses on duel level or few-on-few engagement, most studies prominently featured utilizations and interactions of individual combat entities.

Despite these contributions, their studies still warrant some improvements. From the structural perspective, Andrien et al. and Cho et al. took a combat entity to be a whole physical and cognitive part. Specifically, modeling of a combat entity is not decomposable any further; this means that the combat entity model performs all activities, such as moving, sensing, or decision making, in one integrated model. In this case, each activity is processed in one state of the combat entity model. Since the model can simulate only one state at a certain time and processes all the states sequentially, it cannot perform multiple activities concurrently. Moreover, this unified modeling method for a combat entity has a weakness in flexibility of model composition. For instance, if a modeler wants to improve an alternative evasive tactic for a submarine, he/she must modify the submarine DEVS model wholly, not partially. This is the typical misuse of the DEVS formalism. In contrast, Moreno et al. divided an air defense unit model into detection radar, tracking radar, and missile models, and Park et al. departmentalized a combat entity depending on physical and logical attributes.

In terms of the model behavior, some researchers could not tactically describe a combat entity. Engagement-level combat modeling needs to describe logical activities such as decision, command, and control as well as physical activities. However, unfortunately, Moreno et al. oversimplified a combat entity model—their DEVS model did not explain how to approach the target or how to launch weapons. Park et al. also modeled a combat entity with minimum-level tactical activities despite separation of a logical part from the whole model. As a consequence of oversimplifying descriptions, the combat entity model can simulate only a very low variability of the engagement scenarios, which gives rise to some insufficiencies related to the realism of an engagement scenario. Additionally, it is difficult for anyone but the modeler to understand oversimplified models exactly.

On the other hand, Andrien et al. and Cho et al. proposed good modeling approaches for describing model behaviors. The former defined a set of tasks allowing the modeler to understand oversimplified models exactly. The latter described an engagement scenario using the unified modeling language (UML) before DEVS modeling.

To sum up, the previous studies suffer from either inefficient structural model design or insufficient representation of an engagement scenario despite the use of the DEVS formalism. Due to the weaknesses of the studies, their studies have a better chance of becoming one-time research, remaining underutilized. Therefore, the focus of this study is to make the best use of the DEVS formalism, and to overcome these disadvantages and suggest some empirical results.

## 4. Overall model structure

In this section, as a top-down approach for effective description, we begin our proposed work from an overall model structure.
Figure 3 represents the decomposition tree for the overall model structure which systematically organizes a family of models. In Figure 3, shaded solid-line boxes are practically designed models; transparent dotted-line boxes indicate notional models for easy comprehension. For example, a combat entity is a conceptual model and it is realized as a platform or a weapon model. In addition, the left-most side box is the superordinate category of the overall model, which means that a combat system model is outermost and the top layer of the overall model structure. The combat system model is decomposed into sub-models that perform the specific roles, keeping to the right side.

The combat system model is basically divided into an experimental frame and a simulation model. The simulation model represents a target system that a modeler is interested in modeling; the experimental frame specifies the conditions under which the simulation model is observed or experimented with, e.g., generation of the simulation models’ inputs or collection of the model’s outputs. A clear separation of the simulation model and the experimental frame enables the application of alternative engagement scenarios without amendment of the simulation model. Since our focus in this study is the simulation model, and the engagement-level battle is usually focused on combat entities’ tasks and accomplishments, we concentrate on the simulation model, especially a combat entity model.

In a hierarchical fashion, the simulation model also consists of several lower models: two or more combat entity models, a damage assessment model, and an environment model. The damage assessment model evaluates the engagement situation, (e.g., the offensive combat entity model attacks the target or the defensive model defends against the attack); the environmental model reflects environmental effects such as weather patterns, ambient temperature, artificial features and more. As mentioned above, since most engagement-level combat modeling features utilization and interactions of combat entity models, effective modeling of the combat entity is the central issue of our study.

Basically, the combat entity has three kinds of core activities: movement and detection for physical activities and decision for a logical activity. Since these activities are performed simultaneously as well as sequentially during engagement, we horizontally classify the model into three separate components: a maneuver, a sensor, and a controller models. This three-part modeling method was proposed in our previous work already, and we refine the basic concept of the previous work to fit the context of this study. The sophisticated point compared with our previous work is that we classify a combat entity model into two types practically: a platform model for a tank, a submarine, or an aircraft and a weapon model that is for a missile, torpedo, or decoy loaded on the platform model. The principle reason for two types of categorization is logical behavioral
difference. The platform model decides tactical operation, commands the order, and controls launched weapons if necessary, while the weapon model executes preset tactical rules or it can be controlled by the controllable platform. This causes different model behaviors between them even though the modeling structures of both are identical.

Next, we move the focus to the model abstraction levels affected by the collaborative modeling method. The combat modeling is difficult because the modeling requires complex knowledge background: that is, the defense-domain knowledge as well as the M&S knowledge at the same time. To be specific, each sub-model, i.e. the maneuver, the sensor, and the controller model, is modeled into two levels in terms of a layered structure: (1) a discrete event model (DEM) layer for the M&S knowledge and (2) an object model (OM) layer for the defense-domain knowledge. The DEM layer represents the abstract behavior of an object using the DEVS formalism, and it is suitably employed to describe models macroscopically. For microscopic modeling, we develop the OM layer to represent detailed behavior of the same object, which is non-decomposable and alternative. For example, the DEMs of the controller model perform the engagement tasks, described in Figure 1, according to the event sequences, whereas the OMs conduct detailed and individual actions to fulfill the tasks such as identification function or weapon control algorithm.

To sum up, we suggest a model structure of a combat situation to support an understanding of the brief model construction and implied relationships between upper models and their components. Naturally, there is no information concerning how to map the upper model on its components or detailed model descriptions about how it works. We will describe these viewpoints with the specification, i.e., the DEVS formalism, in the following section.

5. DEVS-based model design

This section explains DEVS representations of the combat system model. As DEVS models represented by the set-theoretic specification can be easily turned into graph diagrams, we use DEVS diagrams for more straightforward understanding (from now on, in the text we use *italics* for overall DEVS specifications expressed in the following notation and figures). Further information on the DEVS diagram can be found in Song et al.’s study.

Figure 4 is the top-level diagram for the Combat system model. For modeling of an engagement scenario, one or more friendly and hostile combat entities, specified as platforms or weapons, are necessary; therefore, the Combat system model contains multiple combat entity models. In Figure 4, several Platform and Weapon models are comprised in combat entities with the unique subscript behind the word ‘Platform’ or ‘Weapon’. In comparison of the two models, some I/O ports differ due to their particular behaviors. For example, the Platform model needs I/O ports for launching weapons and guiding them (i.e. guidance_info, wp_launch, and wp_guidance); the weapon model has different I/O ports to be controlled by the platform (i.e. entity_gen, wp_guidance, and guidance_info). In this context, we inform that the Combat system model in Figure 4 includes weapon models for being controlled, not fire-and-forget. The focus of this study is to represent the Simulation model that contains several combat entities, a Damage assessment, and an Environment models with the DEVS formalism. With these issues in mind, in the following sub-section, we first take a look at the Platform model design which is a type of the combat entity.

5.1. Platform model design

Suppose the situation in which the Platform model tracks a target. The Platform Controller model decides the appropriate tactic for tracking and sends a command order (e.g. how to approach to the target) to the Platform Maneuver model. The Maneuver model receives the command order and maneuvers depending on the command. Separately, the Platform Sensor model detects the target and sends the detected information to the Platform Controller model. The Controller model takes a new decision operation on the basis of the detected information. This process is repeated in the Platform model during simulation. It is only influenced by other models through interfaces that mean I/O relations. Accordingly, this feature leads to enhanced modularity and encapsulation of the sub-model. The following notations represent the DEVS coupled description of the Platform model, and Figure 5 shows its diagram.

Notation 1. DEVS Coupled description of Platform model:

\[ CM_{\text{Platform}} = \langle X, Y, \{ M_i \}, \text{EIC}, \text{EOC}, \text{IC}, \text{Sel} \rangle, \]

\[ X = \{ \text{scen_info}, \text{engage_result}, \text{move_result}, \text{env_info}, \text{guidance_info} \} \]

\[ Y = \{ \text{move_result}, \text{wp_launch}, \text{wp_guidance} \} \]

\[ \{ M_i \} = \{ \text{Sensor}, \text{Controller}, \text{Maneuver} \} \]

\[ \text{EIC} = \{(CM_{\text{Platform}}, \text{scen_info}, \text{Sensor}. \text{scen_info}), \]

\[ (CM_{\text{Platform}}, \text{scen_info}, \text{Maneuver}. \text{scen_info}), \]

\[ (CM_{\text{Platform}}, \text{engage_result}, \text{Sensor}. \text{engage_result}), \]

\[ (CM_{\text{Platform}}, \text{engage_result}, \text{Controller}. \text{engage_result}), \]

\[ (CM_{\text{Platform}}, \text{engage_result}, \text{Maneuver}. \text{engage_result}), \]

\[ (CM_{\text{Platform}}, \text{move_result}, \text{Sensor}. \text{move_result}), \]

\[ (CM_{\text{Platform}}, \text{env_info}, \text{Sensor}. \text{env_info}), \]

\[ (CM_{\text{Platform}}, \text{env_info}, \text{Controller}. \text{env_info}), \]

\[ (CM_{\text{Platform}}, \text{env_info}, \text{Maneuver}. \text{env_info}), \]

\[ (CM_{\text{Platform}}, \text{guidance_info}, \text{Controller}. \text{guidance_info}) \}

\[ \text{EOC} = \{(\text{Maneuver}. \text{move_result}, \text{CM}_{\text{Platform}}. \text{move_result}), \]

\[ (\text{Controller}. \text{wp_launch}, \text{CM}_{\text{Platform}}. \text{wp_launch}), \]

\[ (\text{Maneuver}. \text{wp_guidance}, \text{CM}_{\text{Platform}}. \text{wp_guidance}) \} \]
IC = { (Sensor.threat_info, Controller.threat_info),
      (Controller.move_cmd, Maneuver.move_cmd),
      (Maneuver.move_finished, Controller.move_finished),
      (Maneuver.fuel_exhausted, Sensor.fuel_exhausted),
      (Maneuver.fuel_exhausted, Controller.fuel_exhausted)}
Sel((Sensor, Controller)) = Controller

In the following sub-sections, we describe the three component models, i.e., the Controller, the Maneuver, and the Sensor models, in detail.

5.1.1. Controller model design. The Controller model performs tactical decision-making processes. It takes on the role of dynamic decision making under some uncertainty. The major tasks to be performed or achieved for engagement are illustrated in Table 2.

As described in Figure 1, these tasks are carried out concurrently or sequentially, and continuous execution of tasks can be represented by the discrete event model. To be specific, tasks are described by single state or an integrated state variable, and the transitions between states indicate conversion of tasks. In addition, execution of tasks is performed within the relevant state. We accomplish these operations by DEM and OM layers. The DEM layer describes an arrangement of tasks and tasks’ conversion; the OM layer represents detailed execution of tasks. The following notations describe the DEM and the OM layers of the Controller model. In this study, we do not describe detailed operations of the OM layer, which means that we do not explain how the task can be performed. Since OMs could be designed variously in accordance with the type or resolution of the combat entity model, we just explain the role and interface of the OMs.

Notation 2. DEVS Coupled model description of Platform model:

DEM Layer - AMController, AMActor

AMController = < X, Y, S, δext, δint, λ, ta >,
X = {”threat_info”, ”scen_info”}
Y = {”target_info”}
S = {WAIT, IDENTIFICATION}
δext: WAIT × {”scen_info”} → WAIT
WAIT × {”threat_info”} → IDENTIFICATION
IDENTIFICATION × {”threat_info”} → IDENTIFICATION
λ: IDENTIFICATION → ”target_info”
ta: WAIT → ∞
IDENTIFICATION → tIDENTFY
(Response time for identification operation)

AMActor = < X, Y, S, δext, δint, λ, ta >,
X = {”move_finished”, ”engage_result”,
”scen_info”, ”target_info”, ”guidance_info”}
$Y = \{"move\_cmd", "wp\_launch", "wp\_guidance"\}$

$S = \{\text{IDLE, RECONNAISSANCE, APPROACH, COMBAT, Evasion, CONTROL, END}\}$

$\delta_{\text{ext}}: \text{IDLE} \times \{\"\text{scen\_info}\}\rightarrow \text{RECONNAISSANCE}$

$\delta_{\text{ext}}: \text{IDLE} \times \{\"\text{target\_info}\}\rightarrow \text{APPROACH}$

$\delta_{\text{ext}}: \text{IDLE} \times \{\"\text{move\_finished}\}\rightarrow \text{IDLE}$

$\delta_{\text{ext}}: \text{COMBAT} \times \{\"\text{target\_info}\}\rightarrow \text{ATTACK}$

$\delta_{\text{ext}}: \text{Evasion} \times \{\"\text{target\_info}\}\rightarrow \text{Evasion}$

$\lambda: \text{RECONNAISSANCE} \rightarrow \{\"\text{move\_cmd}\}$

$\lambda: \text{APPROACH} \rightarrow \{\"\text{move\_cmd}\}$

$\lambda: \text{COMBAT} \rightarrow \{\"\text{wp\_launch}\}$

$\lambda: \text{Evasion} \rightarrow \{\"\text{move\_cmd}\}$

$\lambda: \text{CONTROL} \rightarrow \{\"\text{wp\_guidance}\}$

$\tau_a: \text{IDLE} \rightarrow \infty$

$\delta_{\text{int}}: \text{RECONNAISSANCE} \rightarrow \text{IDLE}$

$\delta_{\text{int}}: \text{APPROACH} \rightarrow \text{IDLE}$

Table 2. Engagement tasks and model representation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Task description</th>
<th>State representation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reconnaissance</td>
<td>Decision of tactical maneuver and detection within an operating area</td>
<td>RECONNAISSANCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identification</td>
<td>Target evaluation and identification based on detected threats from the sensors</td>
<td>IDENTIFICATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approach</td>
<td>Target tracking with estimation of range, bearing, course, and velocity of the target</td>
<td>APPROACH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combat</td>
<td>Combat planning such as weapon assignment</td>
<td>COMBAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>Guidance and control of the launched weapon for effective utilization</td>
<td>CONTROL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evasion</td>
<td>Tactical evasion after a fight</td>
<td>Evasion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5. DEVS diagram of Platform coupled model.
OM Layer

OMIdentification: Behavior description for target identification
Target data = Identification(Threats data)

OMRecon: Behavior description for reconnaissance
Next search-pattern method = Recon(Current method)

OMApprch: Behavior description for approach to target
Approach method = Apprch(Targets/own data)

OMCtrl: Behavior description for weapon control
Control order = Ctrl(Targets/own weapon data)

OMEvasion: Behavior description for evasive action
Evasion order = Evasion(Targets/own data)

OMIdentification: Behavior description for target identification
Target data = Identification(Threats data)

Next, we shall explain the DEVS representations of the Platform Controller model in detail. Depending on the characteristics of tasks and the I/O properties of the Controller model, we classify the model into two sub-models: an Updater model and an Actor model. The Updater model receives threat information entering the Controller model, and updates and identifies whether it is a target or not. Then the Actor model operates proper tactical processes from target tracking to tactical evasion with identified target information. Therefore, the DEM layer has two DEMs (i.e., the Updater and the Actor models), and they are designed by the DEVS atomic models. On the other hand, OMs basically present detailed behaviors for executing above tasks. Equally to the DEVS coupled model, we can graphically represent above-mentioned textual specification as a diagram of a DEVS atomic model. Figure 6 shows DEVS model diagrams of the Controller model: Figure 6(a) shows a DEVS diagram of the Controller coupled model, whereas Figure 6(b) and (c) illustrate diagrams of two atomic models that are the components of the Controller coupled model. Since the atomic model diagrams are somewhat more complicated than that of the coupled model, we provide explanatory notes shown in the middle box in Figure 6(b). The bottom box shows all OMs and their interfaces that are connected to the relevant DEMs. From now on, we only describe the model with the DEVS diagram without using DEVS textual notations.

The Actor atomic model conducts a task about identification and the Updater model accomplishes all tasks except identification. These executable tasks explained in Table 2 are represented by states in the DEVS atomic models. For instance, the IDENTIFICATION state in the Updater atomic model performs target identification, and the APPROACH state in the Actor model conducts a task for target approach.

Let us explain the process of the two atomic models’ state transitions more specifically. The Updater model in the WAIT state receives threatening information, threat_info, from the Sensor model and turns into the IDENTIFICATION state recording the information. In the IDENTIFICATION state, the model identifies whether the threat can be a target or not, and sends the target information, target_info, if necessary, and then transits the WAIT state. In this case, execution of the task, identification, is performed by the OM named by Identification().

Next, the Actor model carries out behaviors in two situations: when a target is found and when no targets are discovered. At the beginning of the engagement, since there is no target, the Actor model in the IDLE state receives the initial model information, scen_info, and transits the RECONNAISSANCE state. The RECONNAISSANCE state in the model manifests decisions of the roving patrol type through the OMRecon. With the result of OMRecon, it sends the maneuver order, move_cmd, to the Maneuver model, and turns into the IDLE state. If the model receives the completion event, move_finished, from the Maneuver model, it repeats the above process.

When the Actor model receives the target information, target_info, at the IDLE state, it turns into the APPROACH state. And then, it performs three tasks (i.e., approach, combat, and evasion) by state transitions from the APPROACH to the EVASION state. In the APPROACH and EVASION states, the Actor model determines the tactical moving order and send move_cmd to the maneuver model, whereas, in the ATTACK state, the model formulates combat plans by OMAttack and send wp_launch. If guiding launched weapons is practicable, the model in the CONTROL state sends the control event, wp_guidance, to the associated Weapon model. When guided weapons are not available in the engagement scenario, the Actor model does not conduct state transitions regarding the CONTROL state due to the absence of an input event, guidance_info. Finally, the Actor model turns into the END state if it receives the input event, engage_result, which means that it is killed or the simulation terminates.

5.1.2 Maneuver model design. The Maneuver model represents the movement of the combat entity model to execute tasks physically. As noted before, the DEM layer describes abstract behaviors with state transitions and controls the overall event messages, whereas the OM layer is in charge of concrete and specific behaviors such as a maneuver algorithm. In the same way as with the Controller model, the Maneuver model consists of an Updater model and an Actor model.

Figure 7 shows DEVS diagrams of the Maneuver model. Initially, the Updater model receives the command event, move_cmd in the WAIT state and changes the state to the INTERPRETATION state. In the INTERPRETATION state, the model converts the command to physical information for dynamics through the OMCmd_interpreter. Thereafter it sends the information, cmd_info, to the Actor model and turns into the WAIT state. On the other hand, the Actor model receives the initial information, scen_info, in the IDLE state and prepares for actions. There are largely two
states of the Actor model for actions: the MOVE state and the FUEL state.

The Actor model performs the movement at the MOVE state with the physical information, cmd_info, from the Updater model, thus this state handles the maneuver algorithm through the OM\textsubscript{Motion\_Equation}. For example, the DEM for action can utilize different maneuver algorithms to connect with the OM, which may be the basic equation that velocity equals velocity × time, or the advanced equation, which takes environment effects into consideration. Therefore, we adapt various kinetic algorithms or tactical operations more flexibly, minimizing the need for modification of models. During the model staying at the MOVE state, it can reflect the environment effect from the input event, env_info. After the model completes the moving command with the OMCmd\_Check, it sends move\_finished to the Controller model.

In addition, the model checks the platform’s endurance which is defined as the number of the days the platform remains at the engagement. The Actor model in the FUEL state computes the operating time for the platform’s endurance in accordance with the OMFuel\_Checks and send the output event, fuel\_exausted, if the entire elapsed time exceeds the operating time. Similar to the Controller model, the Maneuver model turns into the IDLE state if it receives the input event, engage\_result, which means that it was killed.

5.1.3 Sensor model design. Detection and homing of other combat entities is one of the main activities of combat entity modeling. The Sensor model is a part of the platform detecting maneuvering threats according to its own algorithm. Similar to the Controller and Maneuver models, the Sensor model is also classified into two groups, and all of the DEVS diagrams of the Sensor model are illustrated in Figure 8. To put it briefly, we design the Sensor model to perform the periodic scan of all the other combat entities and detect a threat solving various detection algorithms. Therefore, the Updater model stores the scanned information, and the Actor model solves the detection algorithm.

Let us give a full explanation about the model descriptions. The Updater model receives other platforms’ physical information as well as its own one through the input
event, move_result, and stores them using the \( \text{OMData\_Integrator} \). When the model receives the request for the stored information from the Actor model, it delivers it to the \text{Actor} model.

In the \text{Actor} model, it receives the initial information, scen_info, and changes the current IDLE state to the PERIOD state. In the PERIOD state, the model holds on the periodic time for scanning while updating the input events. After the periodic time, \( t_{\text{CYCLE}} \), the model sends the output event, request, for requesting the scanned data and turns into the REQUEST state. The model in the REQUEST state waits for the response from the Updater model. When the input event, response, enters the model, it changes the REQUEST state to the DETECT state. In the DETECT state, the \text{Actor} model conducts the detection algorithm designed in the \( \text{OMDetection\_Algorithm} \). Since the combat entity has several detection systems for detecting various frequency sounds, the Sensor model can contain multiple OMs for sensing.

Until now, we have explained the three component models of the \text{Platform} model – the Controller, the Maneuver, and the Sensor models – for moving, sensing, and deciding activities, respectively. Just like the \text{Platform} model, the \text{Weapon} model, also, conducts the same activities. There are, however, some differences between the two types of combat entity model, which come from different tactical behaviors. Fundamentally, the \text{Weapon} model undertakes simple engagement tasks, e.g., search, identification, and approach, which are regarded as a basic type of the \text{Weapon} model. In addition, as information technologies develop, it enables that launched weapons are being controlled, which is an optional task for the \text{Weapon} model. This optional task depends on whether the \text{Weapon} model is a basic type for fire-and-forget or an advanced type for being guided. Therefore, fundamental tasks are comprised in a basic type of DEVS model, and the existing DEVS semantics can be reused for an advanced type, which is the additional advantage of the DEVS formalism. The detailed DEVS specification of the \text{Weapon} model can be seen in Appendices A and B.

5.2. Model relation between controller and maneuver models

From the previous sub-section, we have examined the detailed DEVS-based design of the combat entity model.
During model execution, or simulation, the components of the model fulfill their roles, which have connections with other components. In this section, we explain these connections partially to understand the relationships of the component models more easily.

Figure 9 shows simplified DEVS diagrams of a combat entity, which is regardless of a platform or a weapon. In Figure 9, we use bold lines and characters to highlight event sequences that we intend to explain. Let us begin our viewpoint at the occurrence of the event, target_info, in the DEMController_Updater. The DEMController_Actor receives the input event, target_info, and changes the current state to the APPROACH state. After the \( t_{\text{APPROACH}} \), which is the time advance value of the APPROACH state, elapses, the DEMController_Actor calls the OMApprch to obtain a maneuver pattern for target approach. In the case of a submarine, combinations of three kinds of approach pattern, i.e., point, lead, and lag,\(^{46}\) are formulated in the OMApprch. In this example, the OMApprch decides Pattern 1 based on the target and own data, and returns the command to the DEMController_Actor. With this returned message, the DEMController_Actor sends the output event for moving order, move_cmd, to the DEMManeuver_Updator.

The DEMManeuver_Updator turns the current WAIT state into the INTERPRETATON state upon receiving move_cmd. In the INTERPRETATON state, it summons the OMCmd_Interpreter to convert the command to the physical data such as angles, velocity, or distance. Then the DEMManeuver_Updator sends these data to the DEMManeuver_Actor. After the DEMManeuver_Actor receives the input event, cmd_info, it changes to the MOVE state. Finally, in the MOVE state, the model solves the actual maneuver equation through the OMMotion_Equation and transmits the result to the external model. In the case of the MOVE state, the time step size for solving the maneuver equation is represented by the time advance value of the MOVE state, \( t_{\text{MOVE}} \), and this value can vary according to the command type. For instance, in the RECONNAISSANCE state, the time step is a large value because there is not actual engagement. Otherwise, if an engagement situation occurs and the target is identified, we can utilize the very small time steps for the APPROACH and ATTACK states for more accurate simulation. This is the additional advantage of the proposed modeling design.

Now, we leave two atomic models for the Simulation model. These models are simpler than the other models.
5.3. Damage assessment & environment model design

The Damage assessment model investigates the effect that weapons damage targets. This model receives physical information of all the combat entities and processes the mechanisms by which weapons can inflict damage at an interval of a periodic cycle, \( t_{\text{PERIOD}} \). Thereafter the engagement result is transferred to the combat entity models. Figure 10 shows these processes with a DEVS diagram of the Damage assessment atomic model.

During engagement, the enemy detection probability and one’s own movement are dependent on environmental effects such as terrain features and weather patterns. Thus, these environmental effects affect the combat entities’ physical components such as the Maneuver and the Sensor models. Figure 11 illustrates how the Environment model is modeled by the DEVS formalism. The Environment model sends time varying information about environment effects to all platform and weapon models.

So far, we examined modeling of the Combat system model from a macroscopic perspective as well as a microscopic view, which are focused on DEVS-based modeling method. The way we model combat entities, such as their interactions based on core activities and events and state transitions for engagement tasks, plays a pivotal role for engagement-level combat M&S. The purpose of this modeling is to execute the models eventually for the simulation, which represents how to effectively communicate information between the inside and outside of combat entities. In the following section, we introduce implementation of the designed model for simulation.

6. Model implementation

After the DEVS modeling, we need to implement the DEVS model for simulation. This section introduces several implementation frameworks for DEVS-based models and shows how we implement our DEVS models.

6.1. Technical implementation of DEVS-based combat model

Implementing models that are specified with the DEVS formalism is easily achievable by utilizing an implementation framework supporting the formalism. For example, the DEVS models are implementable using DEVSim++, 37 DEVSimJava, 38 CD++, 39 or SiMA, 47 etc. As far as a model is implemented by following the template of the DEVSim++ library, the implemented model is executable by a general simulation engine provided by DEVSim++. 

---

**Figure 9.** Relation between Controller and Maneuver models.
This means that a modeler is freed from implementing the same model repeatedly for multiple simulations. The DEVSim++, which has been widely used to implement various areas of DEVS models, is the implementation framework that realizes the DEVS formalism in the C++ language. In this study, the Combat system model is implemented by using the DEVSim++ for model simulation. All the DEMs of the Combat system model are implemented using the DEVSim++, and the detailed algorithms and equations of the OMs are realized using the C++ language. Commonly, the DEM layer could contain more than one DEM according to the need, and each individual DEM would also link up with one or several OMs in the OM layer by sharing interfaces between the two layers. This is a natural situation for flexible simulation to change detailed behaviors in OMs.

To support linking between two layers effectively, we use a shared library technique such as the dynamically linked library (DLL), which enables the modeler to switch the algorithms or dynamic equations in OMs during simulation without recompiling. That is, the OM provides various algorithm candidates, which is implemented with the DLL; and linking the DEM to the corresponding OM is based on a communication interface called function prototype in the C++ language.

Figure 12 shows an implementation example of a DEM and an OM for the Controller Actor model. Whenever the DEM is in the APPROACH state, it calls the Apprch() to the OM. The Apprch() can be changeable as the modeler applies alternative algorithms. In Figure 12, each alternative function is developed as a separate DLL, and we express it in different patterned blocks. The DEM can pick a proper OM in the DLL pool if it knows inputs, outputs, and the name of the function prototype. Inversely, the OM is available for other DEMs if they are implemented using the same function prototype and the same I/O. This enhances reusability in terms of the various behaviors of the developed models.

7. Case study

In this section, we introduce a case study about a specific engagement scenario. The scenario is anti-submarine warfare (ASW), which is one-to-one engagement—that is, a friendly warship versus a hostile submarine. The goals of the case study are twofold: (1) to determine how factors are improved when we use the proposed modeling techniques; and (2) to determine what results of the simulation analysis can give better information to the M&S users, such as decision makers.

7.1. Engagement scenario

In the ASW, the warship is attacked by an anti-surface torpedo fired by the submarine. The brief scenario illustrated in Figure 13 is as follows (italic words in parenthesis and Figure 13 mean engagement tasks that the warship should perform):

1. A friendly warship makes a reconnaissance within an operating area. (Reconnaissance)
2. A hostile submarine launches a torpedo to the friendly warship after detection.
3. The launched torpedo explores some targets with its own searching rule.
4. The warship identifies an approaching threat, the torpedo. (Identification)
5. The warship decides combat planning with multiple decoy systems. (Combat)
6. After operating decoy systems, the warship makes a detour to be far from the torpedo. (Evasion)
7. The torpedo is deceived by the decoys and repeats re-search.
scenario requires seven combat entity models: two Platform models and five Weapon models.

### 7.2. M&S development and experimental design

Before the model implementation, we first set up the survival rate of the friendly warship as a measure of effectiveness (MOE). Key variables for the initial param are provided in our previous work.\(^{16}\) Thereafter, we implemented an Experimental frame and the Simulation model using DEVSim++. The brief model structure of the Simulation model is depicted in Figure 14. We implemented the two Platform models with the same DEM structures, though they are distinguished by different OMs and initial param. This is the same with the case of five Weapon models. This compositional reusability is to achieve the first goal of the case study, which is described in the following sub-section.

Table 3 illustrates an experimental design with four experiments to accomplish the second goal, i.e., effectiveness analysis. The first two experiments in Table 3 are easily accomplished to change just the model parameters. On the other hand, the two backward experiments are not related to the model parameters but the model behaviors, which mean that modification of the designed model is inevitable. In these cases, the proposed modeling technique demonstrates its advantage in minimizing model revision due to the well-classified model design. For example, for the third case of Figure 13, we only redesign the OM\textsubscript{Combat} of the Controller model of the warship rather than the whole part, preserving the interfaces between the two layers. Similarly, we only implement the alternative OM\textsubscript{Tactical\_Search} of the Controller model of the torpedo for the fourth case.

### 7.3. Experimental results

Now we describe our experimental results in two ways. The first way is to show compositional reusability in the model development process, which is an advantage of the proposed modeling. Second, we analyze simulation results, varying the four experimental cases in Table 3.

#### 7.3.1. Compositional reusability in model development

Biggerstaff and Richter categorize reusability techniques into two types\(^{49}\): generational reusability and
compositional reusability. The generational reusability is the pattern of generating software; the compositional reusability is composing multiple entities to create a larger model. Since simulation model reuse is more composition technology than generation technology, we focus on compositional reusability, or hierarchical reusability, that occurs during model implementation in this study.

Figure 14 shows the brief model structure of the Simulation model for the case study. Shaded boxes in Figure 14 represent models to be reused just once. This means that multiple reuse can occur at any time. All the DEMs of combat entity models except the torpedo’s DEMSensor are reused, and furthermore, decoy models are reused entirely. On the other hand, OMs are not frequently reused compared to DEMs, this is caused by the fact that a combat entity model is characterized as its distinct OMs.

Even though we just provide schematic information for compositional reusability instead of quantitative data, we assure readers to understand that the proposed model design has a well-defined structure divided into common and characterized parts: common parts mean DEMs and characterized parts correspond to OMs. Therefore, this well-structured model design guarantees multi-level reusability, which will be explained in the next discussion section.

7.3.2. Effectiveness analysis: regression analysis of experimental results. For effectiveness analysis, this sub-section statistically analyzes which factors contribute to the MOE, i.e., the survival rate of the friendly warship, as well as how strongly and robustly they are contributing. To do this, we built a linear regression model for the experimental results with standardized coefficients and p-values for independent experiments (see Table 4).

In Table 4, we identify three major findings: The first is the regression coefficient of each experiment. The experiment with a higher coefficient value has a greater influence on the MOE than the experiment with a lower value. For instance, the detection range of the warship is the most significant among the four, and it implies that the most important point is detecting the enemy as quickly as possible. The second finding is the $R^2$ of the experiment. The $R^2$ has a value between 0 and 1, and it measures how well the resulting line in the regression model matches the original data points. Since the $R^2$ value is 0.831 in these experiments, we can predict the output sufficiently with this regression model. The third finding is the $p$-value of each experiment. With the $p$-value, we determine which input variables are directly related to the output variable. As we see in Table 4, all experiments are relevant to significant input variables for the output variable.
7.3.3. Effectiveness analysis: trend of specific experimental cases. Now, we explain a changing trend of the MOE.

Since total experiments contain 400 cases, we cannot interpret all the cases in this study. Therefore, we chose certain cases, especially the first and the second experiments, and analyzed them.

Figure 15 shows simulation results according to the first and the forth experiments in Table 3. The x-axis represents the detection range of the warship which is the most influencing factor among four experiments, and the y-axis shows the probability of the warship’s survival, i.e., the MOE. Four lines in the graph are for one straight-running and three pattern-running torpedo models that are relevant to the forth experiment.

For modeling of pattern-running torpedoes, we used three different moving types composed of two or more moving segments. Three kinds of segments, i.e., straight, winding, and circular segments, were used in our experiment, which differently influence on the torpedo’s observation angle and velocity. For example, the straight segment is the fastest among the three, but it has the narrowest angle of sensing in the forward direction. On the other hand, the circular segment can sense in all directions with the lowest velocity. Lastly, the winding segment is a compromise between the straight and the circular segments. Three moving types integrating with these segments differently were developed in the \( OM_{Tactical\_Search} \) of the torpedo model separately, and it can interconnect with the \( DEM\_Controller\_Actor \) through the same interface. Therefore, we developed alternative \( OM_{Tactical\_Search} \) to evaluate various straight-running and pattern-running torpedoes.

In Figure 15, we fist can see that the warship should have the ability of at least 3000 m for detection to achieve more than 90 percent of survivability. That is, if the warship detects some threat out of 3000 m, it could secure enough time to employ decoy systems and make a detour. This is a typical example to determine a required operational capability (ROC) of the warship. Next, from the side of the torpedo, we can find that Type 4 is the most threatening moving type among four types because it results in the lowest survivability of the warship. On the contrary.

### Table 3. Four experimental designs for case study (extended from Seo et al.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experimental design</th>
<th>Variation cases</th>
<th>Implications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Detection range of warship</td>
<td>2000, 2500, 3000, 3500, 4000 m (5 cases)</td>
<td>This experiment is achieved by varying an initial parameter. The parameter is used in the Sensor model of the warship.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Experiment 1)</td>
<td>default : 3000 m</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velocity of mobile decoy</td>
<td>3, 6, 9, 12, 15 knots (5 cases)</td>
<td>This experiment is achieved by varying an initial parameter. The parameter is used in the Maneuver model of the decoy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Experiment 2)</td>
<td>default : 12 knots</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating pattern of decoys</td>
<td>Pattern 1, 2, 3, 4 (4 cases)</td>
<td>This experiment is achieved by varying the ( OM_{Combat} ) that is used in the Controller model of the warship.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Experiment 3)</td>
<td>default : Pattern 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search pattern of torpedo</td>
<td>Type 1, 2, 3, 4 (4 cases)</td>
<td>This experiment is achieved by varying the ( OM_{Tactical_Search} ) that is used in the Controller model of the torpedo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Experiment 4)</td>
<td>default : Type 4</td>
<td>Type 1 means a straight-running torpedo; Types 2 to 4 mean pattern-running torpedoes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>400 (5(^2) \times 4(^2)) cases</td>
<td>Number of replications per a case : 100 times</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4. Regression coefficient and p-value from the regression analysis by four experiments (* for p-value < 0.05)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Regression coefficient</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 1</td>
<td>0.847</td>
<td>(1.32 \times 10^{-57}) (*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 2</td>
<td>0.091</td>
<td>(6.0 \times 10^{-3}) (*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 3</td>
<td>0.199</td>
<td>(2.59 \times 10^{-6}) (*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 4</td>
<td>0.182</td>
<td>(2.13 \times 10^{-6}) (*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(R^2)</td>
<td>0.831</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Type 1 (i.e., a straight-running torpedo) has little effect, which is the principle reason that straight-running torpedoes are not operating any more in military. In comparison with Types 2 and 3, when the detection range of the warship is less than 3000 m, Type 3 is more effective than Type 2. This may come from that the circular segment is more effective when a target is far away from all directions rather than nearby at the forward direction.

Note that any moving types for a pattern-running torpedo cannot be effective if the warship has sufficient detection ability and efficient countermeasure systems. In this case, the only way for the torpedo to attack a target successfully is to approach to the target as quickly as possible without any being discovered.

7.4. Discussion

One of the main advantages of DEVS-based modeling is the increased reusability of algorithms, models, and engines (i.e. DEVS implementations). The proposed combat modeling is discussed under the DEVS formalism to provide a basis and rationale for compositional reusability, which is the goal of the first experimental results. For instance, one OMMotion_Equation in Figure 14 is reusable in every combat entity for similar moving behaviors. This illustrates the algorithm-level reusability. Also, DEMs of a combat entity model or a combat entity model itself can be reusable, which is an indication of the model-level reusability. Finally, the designed DEVS models are reusable for any DEVS implementation, which is relevant to engine-level reusability. Illustrations for the algorithm- and model-level reusability in Figure 14 show the guidelines for a modeler to improve reusability of DEVS models.

Next, we give a better interpretation for a specific ASW through statistical analysis. In other words, we provide several results of effectiveness analysis to gain insights into the ROC of platforms or tactical operations of weapons. For example, this experiment shows that how the effective tactical operation of the weapon affects the MOE considerably with given capabilities. In the Republic of Korea navy, mobile decoys and pattern-running torpedoes, introduced in this case study, have developed as a product or are being evaluated tactically. We ensure that the proposed modeling framework provides a guideline regarding whether to develop combat platforms and weapons or to assess innovative tactical operations.

8. Conclusion

This study has described a fine-grained DEVS modeling approach for an engagement-level combat system, especially a combat entity. For effective modeling of a combat entity, we classify it into platform and weapon models and broke the combat entity model into three functional submodels with two abstraction levels. It provides a model structure that improves the multi-level compositional reusability of the combat entity model. Also, for straightforward understanding of an engagement scenario, we considered the scenario as a flow of executable tasks. The task flow is expressed by the formal semantics, which provides intuitive appeal, reducing the effort required to read and understand the model and reflecting the real-world scenario effectively.

We realized the above-mentioned points through the use of the DEVS formalism which delineates model coupling schemes and behaviors through a modular and hierarchical design. With the use of the proposed modeling techniques, we can conduct constructive simulations, perform various engagement scenarios, and assess the efficiency of weapons, minimizing additional modeling efforts.

M&S-based development of a combat entity, such as a warship or a decoy, commonly begins at small-scale engagement. Subsequently, we limited the abstraction level of defense M&S to be applied to engagement-level models in this study. If the proposed model is utilized for large scale engagement, such as a combined operation, we need to expand the proposed modeling technique to cover a broad spectrum of combat situations. In this situation, we will achieve interoperation with other simulation models through high-level architecture (HLA) or test- and training-enabling architecture (TENA), and this development process will be addressed in one of our future works.

Under the present conditions, the main beneficiaries of this study will be the military strategists of the Korean forces. The Korean Agency for Defense Agency (ADD) has made full use of the proposed simulation model. Furthermore, we expect that this work will provide guidance for decisions about purchasing equipment, such as next-generation weapons and platforms, or developing innovative tactical operations.
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